


Comments 2016: Short notes on the texts...

… "What my attitude tells. Thoughts on (not) Having Sex I" about 
heterosexual (heteronormative?) content:

Did I still consider myself exclusively heterosexual when I wrote that 
part? Or was I referring to my lack of any not heterosexual 'practical' 

experience up to that time? Looking back I am not really sure about 
that...

... "Under Pressure. Thoughts on (not) Having Sex" for clarification:
Lots of reasons to have sex are not mentioned here - naming just one 

there is no talking about sex to make a living (sex work is work; doesn't
relate much to the text, just saying). This is because the text's focus is 

not on reasons for having sex, but instead on collecting different 
motivational factors that might be satisfied in all different kind of ways 

but are in Western (main stream media) culture often promoted to be 
met by sex. This text tries to explore the desire for sex as a projection - 

sex as a kind of 'substitute promise' which originally unrelated needs or
requirements are redirected at. 

... "There is Nothing Wrong With You. Thoughts on (not) Being 
Part of a Couple II" from today's view:

Maybe the most useful thing from this phase is the term "couple-
normativity" which, once coined, became a useful basic reference point

to lots of my analysis. Otherwise I am surprised how close I still was 
working at the normative idea on couple-relationships at that time. In 

the list of nice things there is no mentioning of solidarity, shared values
and political struggles - clearly not a focus of my own ideas, but on the

general perception.  
For myself I am not bothering about a couple-relationship anymore at 

all, thumbs up here, and let go off my obsession with distancing myself 
from such relationships enough to be able to face real life concepts of 

what poly-girlfriends-/boyfriends-relationships could look like. My 
ideal recipe in short: be my friend. be my comrade. be my lover, 

meaning: honest compassion, sex and raising my heart-speed.
[continues at last page → ]

[ ←see first page ...]

Level of commitment to be discussed; you can never live up to all 
possible implications, take a few of each. More about alternative 

structured relationships including mutual solidarity and different kinds
of love are to be found in #3 and the following :-)

... "The Good News. Thoughts on Beauty, Power & Attractiveness 
III":

worked for me. Got rid of lots of shame and shit. Bye bye.

... "Thoughts on Beauty, Power & Attractiveness I-III"
This text is very cis-female focused (as it only covers my own 

experience)... I am still learning on how transmisogyny works, 
meaning that transwomen will probably face the same issues I 

described (or can at least relate as un/likely as other cis-women) but 
on top of that get shit as in not being acknowledged as women (within 

society as well as in lots of feminist spheres) - so there are (potentially)
lots of other obstacles and my strategies might not work all the same 

way. Trans-female friends: apologies for being cis-normative, I am 
working on it. Other friends: I keep getting educated, you start 

googling transmisogyny - or if you are ahead of that, you make others 
google it, too! 

... "Sort Your Shit out for Yourselves! Thoughts on 
MASCULINITY":

I wrote a text addressing (mostly white activist) cis-men without 
naming it ... that's a bit weird.

... "Painting my Middle Finger Nail Dark Red. Thoughts on 
Female* Self-Sex":

The picture mentioned in the first sentence is a photograph by queer 
artist Goodyn Green. Sorry for the late credit.

Talking again about gender and bodies: not all women have vulvas. 
Not all men have penises. Genitals and Gender - two different things. 

Plus not all persons are women or men. Just saying. Reminding 
everybody who needs to be reminded (including myself).










































